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Background & Data
Background

- US-CERT receives incident reports from a diverse constituency.
- Each ticket is an observation of problematic activity by a particular reporter.
- Tickets vary in content, context, and in the types of data it contains.
  - Sometimes a ticket describes what actions were taken and a chain of communication over a period of time.
- Our project attempts to find usable data that is ‘locked’ inside of the workflow system.
  - Many tickets contain indicators and the context of how they were found, what threats tried to do, etc.

US-CERT “Information Discovery” Project Tasking goals include:
- Trending, Exploration, Automation, Data Mining
Project Description and Goals

We are working on solutions to analyze this data set at scale. In some samples we observed technical data inside of forms, or narrative descriptions, or cut/paste snippets from other places.

We were extracting information from the reports using regular expressions, but could we improve our results?

Regex Project Goals

• Make existing extraction methods (regex) more readable and manageable
• Possibly identify more useful information in the reports to extract
  - Ideally actionable or usable in situational awareness
• Have an ability to measure our improvement (if any)
• In summary: extract current types more accurately and begin to extract new types
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Approach
Approach

Ground Truth Testing

- Sampled 50 reports that are ‘rich’ with observables we want to automatically extract.

Selection

- Started by searching for ‘typical’ records
  - Artifact dense, both “normal” and edge cases
  - Arduous process!
- Manual parsing allowed for testing for true positives, false positives, and false negatives as the regex library was expanded and refined
Approach

Solution for Edge Cases – Bulk Query Tool

• Queries against the entire corpus
• Random order search for experimentation and finding edge cases
• Allowed us to write ‘looser’ regular expressions for exploratory purposes.
  - Queries returned many more records including many false positives
  - BUT also lots of valuable edge cases!
• "Interesting" reports added to Ground Truth testing suite
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Challenges & Our Solutions
Challenge 1: New Category Types!

- In our sample, we found many new categories that we might be able to extract with regular expressions
  - TLDs, Malware Names, Attack Categories and Behaviors
  - Countries and Adjectival
  - ISPs, ASNs, CVEs

- TLD: .pineapple .biz .etc
- Attacks: C2, CnC, C&C, command and control
- Country: Switzerland, Swiss
**Solution for Category Types**

- Built a regex tool that autogenerates optimized expressions from a list of raw tokens (as opposed to naive '│' constructs)

- Based on a 'trie' (prefix tree) data structure

- Autogeneration yielded far greater performance metrics vs traditional baseline regex construction

- 40% more efficient
Autogeneration Summary

• Start with a list of tokens, for example:
  
  dog  
dingo  
cat  
doggo

• Naive regex:
  
  (dingo | cat | doggo | dog)

• Autogenerated and optimized:
  
  (cat | (dog (go)? | ingo))

• Can be done manually if you're good with regexes
• But not so easily when the list comprises hundreds of tokens
Autogeneration Example

primitives["tld"] = ""

...
Challenge 2: Defanging!

• Analysts deliberately obfuscate potentially harmful data to prevent it from being routable or executable
• Some approaches are more common than others but there is no standard method
• Typical types of data: IP addresses, FQDN, email, file extensions
• Examples:
  - www dot google dot com (www.google.com)
  - www[.]google[.]com
  - www[.google[.]com
  - www{.}google{.}com
  - incidents at cert dot org (incidents@cert.org)
• While I was writing this slide Powerpoint helpfully turned the urls and addresses above into a link… (but not the defanged ones)
Solution for Defanging

- We realized modularity is important
  - Modularity makes regex much easier to read
  - Modular regex are easier to reuse and maintain by others

- Not modular:

```python
ipv4 = r""
   (?::[\\[\{\{\{?::\{\dot\\{\\}]}\}\]}]?\[\\[\{\{\{(?::\.\{\dot\\{\\}]}\]\}\]}]\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\}\]\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\]\]}\}\]
Sample Regex Construction

• Putting it all together

```python
primitives["dot"] = r"""
    (?:
        # asymmetric brackets ok
        \[\[\(<{} \ (?: \ \.| \ dot \ | \ DOT \ ) \]\]\]>)?
        | \[\[\(<{} ? \ (?: \ \.| \ dot \ | \ DOT \ ) \]\]\]>)
        | \[\[\(<{} [dD] \]\]\]>]
        # spaces must both be present
        | \s (?: \ \.| \ dot \ | \ DOT \ ) \s
        # plain dot has to come last
        | (?: \ \.| \ dot \ | \ DOT \ )
    )
"""

primitives["tld"] = ... # you've seen this one

fqdn = r"""
    (?: (?: [a-zA-Z0-9][a-zA-Z0-9\-_]* # subdomains
        %(dot)s )+ # dots
        (?: %(tld)s )) # top-level domain
""" % primitives
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Testing & Measuring
Ground Truth Testing Framework

• How we measured success

• Runs on a set of pre-selected and manually parsed reports

• Measures false positives and false negatives between runs

• Good for catching regressions and improvements in regex iterations
Bulk Testing Framework

• Runs on entire corpus

• Measures raw extraction counts for each category for comparison between runs

• Saves raw extractions for each category for quick comparison with prior runs
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Results and Impact
Summary of Results and Impact

• We went from extracting 10 common incident data types to 24
  - Found and now successfully extract 14 new types

• Tools for better interrogation of our corpus (of incident reports) and have methods for identifying more new types in the future

• Our Observable extraction rates went from 380,000 to 1,800,000 on 3 years of reports

• We now recognize and extract many cases of defanging in our data

• Our Regex tools are now much more modular and readable. They are easier to maintain and add to in the future.
24 Types of incident data we extract

- IPv4
- IPv4 CIDR
- IPv4 range
- IPv6
- IPv6 CIDR
- IPv6 range
- MD5
- SHA1
- SHA256
- ssdeep
- FQDN
- email address
- URL
- user agent
- filename
- filepath
- registry key
- ASN
- CVE
- country
- ISP
- ASN owner
- malware
- attack type
Tools we created to support Regex Project

• Ground Truth testing suite
  - Tests regex iterations over selected known reports and illuminates false positives, false negatives, and true positives and their differences between runs, along with statistics

• Autogen
  - Generates optimized regexes from a provided list of tokens and primitives in order to increase overall performance

• Bulk query
  - Tests regexes over a random selection of the corpus for exploration and testing purposes
  - Runs the suite over the entire corpus generating statistics and saving results for comparison across runs, allowing for performance measurements
Future Plans

• In discussions about open source
  - Bulk query
  - Autogeneration from tokens
  - Smoke testing suite
  - Dataset of defanged examples

• Regex enhancements
  - Extract more types
  - Expand observational catalog of tokens/constructs for categories such as malware and attack types

• Multi-stage Regex

• Automated parsing of reports into semantic sections first

• Adapt and improve other data mining methods on our corpus
  - See “Acing the IOC Game: Toward Automatic Discovery and Analysis of Open-Source Cyber Threat Intelligence”
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